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ABSTRACT

Continuous observationsof glacial massbalancewere conductedon the Meikuang

Glacier in Xidatan near the Kunlun Pass,and on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier near the Tanggula
Pass.Although mass balanceson the two glaciersvary in the same phase,the accumulation and
ablation are quite different becausethe climatic and environmentalconditions for glacier develop
ment are different due to different geographicallocations.The Meikuang Glacier is lower in altitude
and higher in air temperaturecomparedwith the Xiao DongkemadiGlacier.They havedifferent water vapour origins. To the north of the Meikuang Glacier there is the dry Qaidam basin,while there is
a rd4tively humid climate in the Xiao DongkemadiGlacier due to the extensivedistribution of lakes
nearby. Therefore, the Meikuang Glacier is characterizedby low mass balance, while the Xiao
Dongkemadi Glacier by high massbalance.The most intensiveablation occun in July-August on
both glacien. The highestablation was I 723 mm (1990,/ l99l) on the Meikuang Glacier, much larger than that on the Xiao DongkemadiGlacieqonly I 095.8mm (1990,21991).The highestnet annual
accumuliationon the Meikuang Glacier was 360 mm measuredat 5 280m in the firn basiq lower than
784.6mm at 5 730 m in the firn basin on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier. Thus, the massbalanceof
the Meikuang Glacier is only half of that on the Xiao DongkemadiGlacier.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the Tibetan Plateau, the third pole in the world,
there are many glaciers, being the most in the
low-mid latitude. The responseof glaciersto global
warming in different regions on the plateau is different due to different climatic conditions,especiallythe

teau, on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier (Code
CN5K443D38,92" 05/ E,33" 04' N), inthevicinity of the Tanggula Pass, and the middle of the
plateau, has been conductedby Sino-JapaneseJoint
Expeditionssince1989.The massbalanceson the two
glaciersare comparedin this paper to reveal the nature of glacial massbalancein the plateau.

responseof glacial massbalance.Simultaneousobservation on mass balance on the Meikuang Glacier
(CodeCN5Y533B33,94"lI' 8,35" 40/ N), inthe

2 MEASUREMENT
TION

vicinity of the Kunlun Pass,north of the Tibetan Pla-

The mass balance year of a glacier is defrned by a
'El .

AND

CALCULA-
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fixed date in this paper. Practically,it is definedfrom
the previousend of Septemberor beginning of October, a day at the end of the ablation period, to the

The massbalanceon the Meikuang Glacier was characterizedby obvious decreasingfrom 1988/ L989 to
1990/ 1991,with an annual decreaserate of 188mm.

samedate of the next year. Of course,there would be
a little time differencebetweenthe measuredmassbalance year and the real one, but this would not

Ablation was dominant, and the mass balance was
negativein two of the threeyears,with a net massbalance of -105 mm in the three years. The range of
massbalancevariation iq the three yearswas the larg-

significantlyaffect the measurementand calculation.
Accumulation and ablation are the two components of massbalance.Measurementand calculation
are the basic ways to acquire massbalancefor a glacier. In the ablation area, snow surface variation is
measuredby means of snow scales.In addition" a
snow pit is dug around a scaleto measurethe depth
of a snow layer, a superimposedice layer and dirt layer. In the accumulationarea, snow pits are dug to determine the annual layers, assisted with scale
measurement.Twelve scales were set up on the
Meikuang Glacier in May 1989,and then increasedto
eighteenscales.Twenty five scaleswere set up on the
Xiao Dongkemadi Gliacier,and increasedto 28 scales
afterwards.Two times of regular measurement(at the
beginning of autumn and at the end of spring) were
conducted simultaneously on the two glaciers each
year. An additional measurementwas made on the

est. Towards the balance year of 1991/ 1992 and
1992/ 1993, the rnass balance increased up to
positive.
The decreaseof mass balance on the Xiao
Dongkemadi Glacier was more pronounced in the
first three years. The averagedecreasewas 239 mm
eachyear, which was about 1.3 times higher than that
on the Meikuang Glacier. In L99L/ 1992 and
1992/ 9192, the mass balance increasedto a rather
high positive balance.In the five years,accumulation
was dominant exceptfor 1990/ 1991. The ablation
was lessthan that on the Meikuang GlacieE and the
net massbalancewas positive.The range of massbalance variation was also higher than that on the
Meikuang Glacier. The net mass balance in the five
years on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier is 8 times
higher than that on the Meikuang Glacier.

Meikuang Glacier in July, 1993.Besides,a massbalance process was measured in detail on the Xiao
Dongkemadi Glacier with a measurementinterval of
10-15 daysfrom May 23 to September21,1993.
Massbalancein eachpoint can be calculatedbased on the measurements.Afterwards, the calculated
point massbalancescan be plotted on a large-cale
map, then the isolines of accumulationand ablation
can be drawn on the map. Thus the massbalanceon a
glacier can be calculatedthrough isolines.In this pa-

1988/1989
1 9 8 9 / 1 9 9 01 9 9 0 / 1 9 9 1l 9 9 l / 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 2 / 1 9 9 3

per we follow the methods suggestedby Xie and
Zhang(1988)and Pu and Yao (1993a).

3 BASIC STATE AND INTERANNUAL
VARIATION OF MASS BALANCE
198E/19891989/19901990/1991l99t/1992 1992/1993

The calculationresultsof the two glaciersare listed in
Table 1. It can be seen from Table I that the
firve-year mean mass balancesof the two glaciers
were positive. The balance (whether annual balance
or mean) was always less on the Meikuang Glacier.
.82.

Fig.l

A comparisonof massbalanceon

the MeikuangGlacier(a) and the
Xiao DongkemadiGlacier(b)

of massbalanceon
From the variation proc€sses
the two glaciers(Figure l), we can find that the trend
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Trble I

Mrss bf,lerce on ttc Meikurng Glecier rnd tte Xieo Donglemedi Glecier
1988/ t9E9 1989/ r99o t990/ t991 r99t / 1992 t992/ 1993

Mcan

MeikuangG[

Nct ablation( x ld m3)
Nct accumulation(x ld m3)
Nct balance(mm)

134.84
436.&
274

?53.86
155.2E
-E9.6

462.t3
143.83
-289.3

87.94
222.42
122.3

55.98
161.30
95.7

198.95
223.85

Xiao DongkemadiGL

Nct ablation(x ld m')
Nct accumulation(x ld mr)
Net balancc(mm)

5.6
933.6
525

163.E0
25r.09
49.4

653.14
316.43
-190.9

t7.39
681.,f4
375.8

114.39
,187.89

190.96
534.06
t94

of the massbalancevariation on the two glacierswas,
to a great extent, in agreementwith eachother. A difference was the \ra.riation range, which in the
Meikuang Glacier was snaller. This is becausethe locations of the two glacien are under the effect of the
plateaumonsoon.Therefore,the climate variationsat
the two sitesare similar to a great extent,and the differenceexistsonly in the intensity of the effect. The accumulation and ablation is affectedby the variation
of climate, resulting in the massbalancevariation as
above mentioned.In addition, the local climate in the
two glacierizedregions also contributed a lot to the
massbalance.
---

211.4

ture gradient is 0.56K/ 100m in the Meikuang Glacier region (from Germud to Wudaoliang), and
0.80K,/ 100m in the Xiao Dongkemadiregion(from
Wenquanto the glacier).The differenceis remarkable
betweenthe two regions.The higher the temperature
gradient, the larger the consequent discrepancy in
snow melting. Therefore,for the Meikuang Glacier, a
low temperaturegradient results in a lower massbalancegradient.
4.2 InterannualVariation of Glacial Mass Balance
It can be seen from Figures 2 and 3 that the
interannual variations of massbalance with altitude
show a parallel trend for the two glaciers.However,

4 TEMPORAL AND ALTITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF MASS BALANCE ON
THE GLACIERS

the variation rangesare somewhatsmall in the accumulation zones and somewhat large at the
terminuses, which means that the climatic and

4.1 Altitudiml Variation of Mass Balenceon the
i
Glaciers

environmentalinfluencesdecreaserelatively with rising altitude. The influencesbecomelarger at the low
altitude.

Mass balanceis most sensitiveto climatechange.Alti
tude differenceis large on a glacier, and the effect of
climate on a glacier varies with altitude. Therefore,
mrss balancevaries with altitude in the sameperiod
(e.g., one balance year). The equilibrium line altitude
(ELA) on the Meikuang Glacier variesbetween5 020
-4 280m, with an ablation gradierit increasingfrom
4.3 mm / m near the ELA to 5-4mm / m at the end
of the glacier. The ELA on the Xiao Dongkemadi
Glacier variesbetween5 450-{ 690 mIt can be seenfrom the altitudinal distribution of
massbalance that the massbalancegradient is always
larger on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier whether in
accumuliation area, the ablation area or in
the ELA fluctuation zone. According to our study,
the temperature gradient with altitude imposesa significant impct on glacial massbalance.The temperatle

Frg.2 Distributionof massbalancewith altitude
on theMeikuangGlacier
4.3 SeesonalYsrhtion of Glacial Mass Balance
Under monsoon conditions, precipitation mainly occurs in the warm season on the Tibetan Plateau.
From October to April almost no prccipitation
-83.
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Fig.3 Distribution of massbalancewith altitude on the Xiao DongkemadiGlacier

can be maintainedto the end of the ablation season.
Whereason the high and dome*haped surface,the
snow drifting causesa relatively high negativebalance
in the cold season.Influencedby both climate and topography,the distribution of winter massbalancevaries irregularly. For instance, 208 mm of extraordinary negative mass balance was observed at Scale
l(5 010m) in the winter of l99l / 1992.Although little negative mass balance appeared on the Xiao
Dongkemadi Glacier in the cold season, the increasingtrend with altitude still can be seen(Figure

€
?

4).
The summermassbalancedistribution has a better regularity. From the ELA, the mass balance increaseswith increasingaltitude. Becausethe massbal-

Fig.4 Distribution
"fffiffiiilL

withaltitude
at

winter(W) andspring(S)on theMeikuangGlacier
(a)andtheXiao Dongkemadi
Glacier(b)

ance processesmainly occur in the warm season,the
distribution of massbalancewith altitude in summer
is, therefore,similar to the annual distribution, which
can be found in the two glaciers(Figures2,3 and 4).

occurs.Therefore,the massbalancevariation is mainly in the warm season.During the long cold season,

5 FACTORS CONTROLLING THE GLA.
CIAL MASS BALANCE

there is no masssupply, but is ablation due to snow
drifting, sublimation and a little melting sometimes
on the glacier surface.Winter ablation was observed
in the two glaciersin l99l / 1992(Figure4).

The mass balance of the Meikuang Glacier is less
than that of the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier, because

Becauseof retreat in the past, the terminusof the
Meikuang Glacier showsa concaveshapesurrounded
by a few terminal moraine ridges.Strong winds in the

of ablation in the former strongerthan that in the latter. Based on observation, the annual precipitation
around the ELA of the Meikuang Glacier and of the
Xiao DongkemadiGlacier was 345 mm and 302 mm

cold seasoncausesa large amount of snow to drift
onto the terminus surface and this results in an ab-

respectively.But there was a large difference of air
temperaturebetweenthem. Extrapolatedfrom the an-

rupt increasein massbalancein the terminus.In some
heavy accumulation years, the snow at the terminus
.84-

nual air temperature measuredat Wudaoliang Meteorological Station, the mean annual temperature
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around the ELA of the MeikuangGlacieris -8.7C,
the meanmonthly temperatureis 2.3C and l.9C in
July and August respectively,and only -0.5C in
June. The observed annual air temperature around
the ELA of the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier was
-9.8C, the mean monthly temperaturewas-2.2T,
,
-0.8C, 0.3C and -1.9C in June,July, Augustand
September,respectively.All the mean monthly temp€raturesin the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier were lower than that in the Meikuang Glacier respectively.It
can be deducedthat under similar precipitationconditions, the air temperatureand the surrounding envi
ronment are the dominant factors controlling mass
balance. The dry Qaidam basin to the nofih of the
Meikuang Glacier, togetherwith the relatively higher
air temperature,have a significantinfluenceto glacial
mass balance. As a result, the Meikuang Glacier is
characterizedby a strong ablation and a low massbalance.However, many lakesand rivers are distributed
in the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier region, and the air
temperature is relatively low, so the Xiao
Dongkemadi Glacier is characteriznd. by a weak
ablation and a high mass balance. Among the five
massbalanceyears from 1988/ 1989to 1992/ 1993,
the highestnet ablation was 1723mm (1990/ 199L,
4 980 m) in the Meikuang Glacier, while it was only
1 098 mm in the Xiao Dongkeqadi Glacier (Pu et al.,
1994).Except for the abnormal high value of 600I 113mm measuredin an ice-cascadearea at 5 0605 130m nourished by avalanchesand icefalls, the
highest net annual accumulation on the Meikuang'
Glacier was 360 mrn, lower than that in the Xiao
DongkemadiGlacieq 784.6mm (Pu and Yao,1993a,
1993b).Becauseof the great differenceof accumulation and ablation betweenthe two gLciers, the mass
balanceon the Meikuang Glacier is only half of that
on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier. The calculatedvalue of the five year mass balancelevel (Xie, 1980) is
600 mm for the Meikuang Glacier and 500 mm for
the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier, respectively.The dif'
ferencereflects the difference in the hydrological cycle
betweenthe two glaciers.Ablation is more intensive
in the Meikuang Glacier than in the Xiao
Dongkemadi Glacier, and so is the meltwater to the
river. Therefore,the hydrological cycle is more active

the Meikuang Glacier than in the Xiao
DongkemadiGlacier.It can be seenfrom the above
in

discussionthat the Xiao DongkemadiGlacieris characterizedby a higher continentality. The ice temperature of the Meikuang Glacier is a little higher than
that of the Xiao DongkemadiGlacier (Shao, 1993),
whichalsoidentifiesthis explanation.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The hydro-thermal conditions for glacier develop
ment are slightly different betweenthe Meikuang Glacier and the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier due to geographical condition differences.Therefore, the variations of massbalanceon the two glaciersare characterized by both agreementand obvious regional discrepancy.
(l) The two glaciers are influenced by the
Tibetan Plateaumonsoon,and the annual variations
of mass balance of them show pronounced
simultaneity.
(2) The two glacierswere characterizedby positive massbalanceduring the five observedyears,but
the massbalanceon the Meikuang Glacier was smaller than that on the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier.
(3) The Meikuang Glacier is lower in altitude
and higher in aA temperature compared with the
Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier. Therefore,the Meikuang
Glacier is characterizedby low mass balance, while
the Xiao Dongkemadi Glacier is characterized by
high massbalance.
(4) Based on the analysis,the continentality in
the Meikuang Glacier region is lower than that in the
Xiao DongkemadiGlacier region.
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